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BEST2 ASSESSMENT™

Take YOUR Team to the Next Level

The Oxford Dictionary defines self-awareness as, “Conscious knowledge of one’s own 
character, feelings, motives, and desires.”

There are many different approaches to becoming more self-aware. Here are just a few:

 > Ask for objective feedback from others

 > Keep a journal to track your thoughts, feelings, successes and challenges

 > Document your goals, objectives, plans and priorities

The above are great methods for establishing or growing your self-awareness. We 
suggest taking it a step further by completing personality inventories. Self-assessments 
help unlock information about your strengths and opportunities (“blind spots”) which 
have a direct impact on your work performance and development. Increasing your self-
awareness helps you become a better leader, communicator, coach, mentor, manager 
and decision-maker. 

There are many solid, insightful personality inventories out there. We’d like to 
take this opportunity to introduce you to ours: the BEST 2 Assessment™.

WHAT IS IT BASED UPON?

Our assessment is based on the Big Five Theory of personality, the most empirically 
supported model of personality in the world. The BEST2 Assessment™ focuses in on your 
Coaching Style and Decision-Making Style.

HOW CAN WE LEVERAGE IT?

Our clients are using the BEST2 Assessment™ to accomplish different objectives:

 > Increasing basic self-awareness

 > Teambuilding for an intact team or leadership group

 > Supporting specific leadership development initiatives

WHAT DOES IMPLEMENTATION LOOK LIKE?

Learning Curve Consultants® will partner with you to identify the most effective approach 
to utilizing the BEST2 Assessment™ to meet your needs. Whether it’s developing a 
custom solution for your team, planning a rollout for a larger audience or equipping your 
organization with the tools to implement a solution on your own, we can do it.

TAKE THE FIRST STEP –
Reach out to us at BEST@lc-consultants.com.

We want to help Unleash Your Talent®.
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Getting to Know You

BEST² Assessment™: About the Inventory

The BEST² Assessment™ is based on the Five Factor model of personality, the most empirically 

supported model of personality in the world. Three of the five factors are measured and combined in a 

unique way to provide insight on both your leadership style and how you make decisions. The elements 

measured include:

Agreeableness: (friendly/compassionate vs. analytical/detached). Are you warm, caring and 

tenderhearted? Or are you more objective, logical and tough-minded? Most are somewhere in between, 

but agreeableness influences both how we interact with people and how we make decisions. It is also a 

measure of one’s trusting and helpful nature, and whether a person is generally well tempered or not.

Assertiveness: (outwardly confident, forceful vs. quiet, compliant). Are you someone who enjoys 

leading others and being “in charge”? Or are you more likely to stay in the background and play a 

supportive role for the group? Anyone can be assertive in the right situation, but some have a natural 

preference for it and can’t help but find themselves taking charge.

Openness: (inventive/curious vs. consistent/cautious). Are you curious about the world and think in “big 

picture” terms? Or are you more concrete, conservative and practical? Openness reflects the degree of 

intellectual curiosity, creativity and a preference for novelty and variety a person has. It is also described 

as the extent to which a person is imaginative or independent, and depicts a personal preference for a 

variety of activities over routines and the tried-and-true.

BEST² Assessment™: About the Styles

Coaching Style
Agreeableness and Assertiveness together can reveal a lot about your style of leadership and 

interacting with others in general. Which of these fit you?

Tough minded, action oriented leader who gets things done

Positive, high energy leader that strives to inspire and motivate others

Thoughtful, supportive leader that quietly guides others

Process-driven leader that relies on rules/procedures and demands precision

Any of these coaching styles can work given the situation, but understanding the benefits of all four 

styles is what makes one a well-rounded leader.

Decision-Making Style

Agreeableness and Openness influence how one makes decisions, and which forms of information one 

emphasizes first. Which of these fit you?

Creative, innovative decision maker who puts the attitude and emotional impact of the group first

Strategic, data driven decision maker who follows what is logical regardless of how the group 

feels
Conventional, practical decision maker who follows the rules and precedent; values fairness

Conventional and practical decision maker who goes with group consensus; values harmony

All of these decision styles have their place. Recognizing the benefits of each can help you make better 

decisions and recognize when each style is best, depending on the needs of the situation.

Together this information can help you understand what strengths you bring as a leader, what other 

styles you can consider depending on the situation and the strengths that others around you bring to 

your team.
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Coaching Style Types

A Person with a classic “B” style (Blazing)
People with this style are typically very driven to accomplish tasks and achieve even greater heights, 
professionally and/or personally. They are often direct communicators and freely share their opinions in 
a straightforward, no-nonsense manner. They make decisions and move to action quickly, enjoy being 
in charge and are comfortable directing others. It is no surprise that individuals in positions of leadership 
more often have this style than any other. The main challenges this style has are tempering their direct, 
forceful manner so others don’t feel micro-managed or disrespected, while also listening to others with 
an open mind and suspending immediate judgment.

A coach with this style is often able to drive people to accomplish a great deal, sometimes more than 
what they themselves realized they were capable of achieving. Those possessing this style can be very 
demanding, but often produce results. The problem is that they can sometimes push too hard, which 
may cause resentment from others. In addition, they can be overly insistent on getting or doing things 
their way rather than letting others have influence and decision-making authority.

PREFERENCES: new opportunities, action and achieving results.
STRENGTHS: ambitious, focused, confident and energetic.
CHALLENGES: overly blunt, impatient and aggressive.
MOTIVATORS: achievement, winning and production.
SOURCES OF ANXIETY: being incorrect, admitting fault and being exploited.
VALUES: competence, productivity, independence, challenge.
HOW TO COMMUNICATE WITH “B’s”: get to the point quickly, be brief, stay focused, be 
specific, avoid being repetitive and offer solutions – not just problems.

A Person with a classic “E” style (Energizing)
People with the “E” style have lots of energy and naturally enjoy being in the company of others. This 
enthusiasm and love of people often can result in frequent and somewhat long conversations that drift 
freely from one topic to the next, but all for the purposes of rapport building. If you are an “E”, you likely 
enjoy lots of activity and action, as well as collaboration and socializing, and at times may strive to be 
the center of attention. You can be a warm and caring person, trusting of others and optimistic more 
often than pessimistic. Your main challenges concern staying focused, channeling your energy towards 
productive efforts and refraining from impulsive decisions. However, your spontaneity is what makes you 
so much fun!

As a coach/leader with this style, your natural strengths are motivating and inspiring others, making 
others feel supported and valued and having relentless optimism. When the team is down, they can 
always count on you to provide words of encouragement and support. Just remember that your team 
needs focus, too, and that — at times — some pressure can actually help.

PREFERENCES: taking action, working in teams and expressing excitement and optimism.
STRENGTHS: persuasive, energizing, positive attitude, warm, trusting and enthusiastic.
CHALLENGES: acting impulsively, lacking structure and not finishing tasks.
MOTIVATORS: attention, recognition, appreciation, social activities and building relationships.
SOURCES OF ANXIETY: loss of influence, disapproval and being ignored.
VALUES: helping and supporting others, involvement and opportunities to express oneself.
HOW TO COMMUNICATE WITH “E’s”: be open, contribute to the conversational flow, don’t be 
overly negative, avoid minutiae and be patient with their rambling, distracted style.
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Snapshot of Each Style
This represents a snapshot of the different styles associated with both Coaching and Decision-Making. 
Use this as a shortcut to better understand others’ styles, tendencies and preferences.
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Decision-Making Style: You are TACTICAL (High Concrete/High Task)

You are practical minded and tend to focus on what is visible, concrete and traditional when making 

decisions. In addition, you are focused on what makes sense logically and will only consider the feelings 

of others after you have determined what you feel is most sensible. You likely are careful in your 

decisions and slow to react. Be mindful of the fact sometimes the whole is greater than the sum of its 

parts. There will be times, despite how rational your decision may seem, when others will not accept 

your solution until they have had time to consider it, be involved in the process in some way and feel 

heard. You may excel at tactics but for big picture strategic decisions you may do well enlisting the 

feedback of others to help you think “outside the box”.
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Personalized Assessment & Website

Communication Matrix & Quick
Reference Card

“Knowing yourself is the beginning 
of all wisdom.”

- Aristotle

“The unexamined life is not worth 
living.”

- Socrates

“If you ain’t first, you’re last.”
- Ricky Bobby
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BEST2 ASSESSMENT™

Communication Matrix

COACHING STYLES
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 Communicator: Think about your style Recipient: Think about THEIR style & expectation

Blazing
Direct Communicator (“Blunt”)

Results-oriented; focused; firm

“This is what needs to be done.”

Energizing
Energetic / People Person

Relationship-focused

“Let’s connect”

Supportive

Courteous / Respectful

Consensus builder

“Do you mind if I share my thoughts?”

Thorough

Gather facts / Then speak

Detail-oriented

“It’s about the process”

BE blend

Tackle new challenges

Persuasive and Ambitious

“Let’s collaborate to get this done.”

BT blend
Produce results with high standards

Accurate and focused

“Let’s develop a plan together.”

ES blend
Motivate /Inspire/Collaborate

Warm, caring, trusting

“We can do this!”

ST blend

Provide details and support

Methodical and collaborative coaching/

communication

“Let me walk you and the team 

through it.”

Blazing

Share your vision

Tell me what you expect from me

“Let me do my job.”

Energizing

Converse with me

Build some rapport so I trust you

“What’s your gut telling you?”

Supportive
Make sure the entire team is involved 

Ask me how I feel first

“Have patience with me”

Thorough

Share details with me

Make sure a process is in place

“Tell me the ‘why’ behind it.”

BE blend
Be open with me but focused

Prefer a collaborative approach

“Let’s talk about this as a group.”

BT blend

Let’s avoid the chitchat

Set clear guidelines/expectations

“Tell me what you want by when.”

ES blend
Engage me and be compassionate

Sell me on the idea and support for it

“What’s in it for us (the team)?”

ST blend

Make sure the team knows the details

I want to make sure there’s support and 

facts to back it up

“Have you thought through it all? 

Who’s behind you on this? Is the 

team on board?”
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DECISION-MAKING STYLES

BEST2 ASSESSMENT™
Communication Matrix
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 Communicator: Think about your style Recipient: Think about THEIR style & expectation
Bold

Big Picture & Task Focus“Here’s what needs to happen. This is what I’m expecting from the team.”

Engaging
Big Picture & People Focus“Here’s the direction I believe we should go in. I want your ideas, input and buy-in.”

Safe
Concrete & People Focus“I want to make a decision after everyone has had a chance to weigh in.”

Tactical
Concrete & Task Focus“I need to work through all possible scenarios before making a decision.”

BE blend
Big Picture Focus“Here are my recommendations and time frame. I would like you involved.”

BT blend
Task Focus“Here is what needs to happen and each person’s role in the process.”

ES blend
People Focus“Here’s the people I’d like to involve. I won’t move forward until they weigh in.”

ST blend
Concrete Focus“Here is who I want to collaborate. I’d like all possible scenarios worked through.”

Bold
Big Picture & Task Focus“What needs to be accomplished? 

By when?”
“Who’s responsible?”

Engaging
Big Picture & People Focus“Can we talk about the direction we’re heading?”

“Can others weigh in as well?”

Safe

Concrete & People Focus“How will the decision impact 
our business?”

“Who will be involved in making the final decision?”

Tactical

Concrete & Task Focus“Can you share specifics about 
the decision?”

“How will our responsibilities or expectations change?”

BE blend
Big Picture Focus“What do you recommend? By when?”“Who will be involved?”

BT blend
Task Focus

“What do you want to happen?”“What is my role? How about others?”

ES blend
People Focus

“How will I be involved?”“Who else is being included?”

ST blend
Concrete Focus“How will we work through the decision-making process?”

“What will be the process?”

BEST2 Assessment™               Coaching Styles
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Blazing (B)
Direct

Communicator

results-oriented; 
focused; firm

Thorough (T)
Play Book
Specialist

pays attention to

details; consistent

Energizing (E)
Energetic

People-Person

optimistic; lively; 
avoids detail

Supportive (S)

Consensus
Builder

warm; patient; 
respectful

BEST2 Assessment™   Decision-Making Styles

Bold (B)
Big Picture/ 
Task Focus

novel, big-impact 
decisions

Tactical (T)
Concrete/ 

Task Focus
careful decision 

maker; slow to react

Engaging (E)
Big Picture/ 

People Focus
bases decisions

on “gut”

Safe (S)
Concrete/ 

People Focus
practical;

pleases majority
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